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Big laughs come courtesy of Alain Chabat, who is the most daring of the creative team. There is a classic Asterix gag where one of Obelix's fishing lines gets wrapped up around a dog, resulting in a series of pantomimes as the team try to untangle themselves. When mentioning the Egyptian Sphinx, for
example, he wonders: Elspofix, should we say the face of the Sphinx when you see it? The funniest sequence is when Asterix and Obelix are condemned to death and the dogs have to defend them. Their enemies are the Romans, and the high priest is particularly colourful, with a red hat instead of a hat and a
bad wig. He is even funnier when he insults a statue of Venus. When Asterix and Obelix are finally rescued, the high priest is locked up in the stable by Idefix and Dogmatix, and the woman who betrays the unfortunate couple is killed with a brutal sword thrust. The only sour note comes from the fact that two
of the most famous characters, Asterix and Obelix are played by the same actors, so it's not much of a story. Moreover, the dog stars is more an animal rescue worker than a military dog, as he is rather short for his breed. Apart from that, the only real surprise is the appearance of an Egyptian future, with the
destruction of Rome, which wouldn't be such a bad thing. Astrix et Cleopatra France Ar Astrix et Cleopatra France Bulletin des auteurs Astrix et Cleopatra France Midi-off Asterix et Kleopatra Germany Asterix en Cleopatra Germany Europa Film Asterix e Cleopatra Espanol Die Grafika Astrix i Cleopatra Iceland
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Vistewekers Amsterdam, Amsterdam De Telegraaf, Telegraaf, nr.2, Nov 21, 2001 Napoleon velt de prins uit de drie Napoleon Franais La Pag hie Obelix et Cloptre Franais Hachette Egmont The live action versions of Asterix (Clavier) and Obelix (Depardieu) first delighted French audiences in 1998's Asterix And
Obelix Take On Caesar. Here they return for another comic romp in Egypt, where Monica Bellucci's Cleopatra is planning a lavish palace for the Roman ruler. Surprisingly, the titular duo are more comic sidekicks than heroes as they assist Edifis (the excellent Debbouze, from Amlie), a young architect ordered
to complete the palace in three months - or die. A smattering of knowing movie jokes are thrown into a steady stream of neat visual gags and wordplay, some of which translates well, some of which doesn't. Generally, though, the humour works hard enough to cross the boundaries of age and language. The
Egyptian Queen Cleopatra bets against the Roman Emperor, Julius Caesar, that her people are still great, even if the times of the Pharaohs has long passed. She vows (against all logic) to build a new palace for Caesar within three months. Since all her architects are either busy otherwise or too conservative
in style, this ambivalent honor falls to Edifis. He is to build the palace and be covered in gold or, if not, his fate is to be eaten by crocodiles. Edifis calls upon an old friend to help him out: The fabulous Druid Getafix from Gaul, who brews a fantastic potion that gives supernatural strength. In order to help and

protect the old Druid, Asterix and Obelix accompany him on his journey to Egypt. When Julius Caesar gets wind of the project succeeding, he has the building site attacked by his troops in order to win the bet and not lose face. But just like the local pirates, he hasn't counted on Asterix and Obelix. 5ec8ef588b
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